Appendix 15
BNC Concordance lines for /sw/
that the country's tourist industry should

switch

away from package holidays towards more

right bit at the end as well. So, right,
Information in an Object-Centred Culture[1]
Doron

switching

and changing. O K. Erm, let me just have

Swade

, Senior Curator (Computing and Data Processing

Mayor Seconded? Ah, the poison chalice. What

sweet

draft. Fourteen months ago we were told

complete contrast to my own turnout. The

SWO

stopped his flood of words about my rig

Johnny's crew," Jock" overheard this plea,

switched

off his R/T, took-off and led the sortie

directly under her bedroom. Resolutely, Sara

switched

on the passage light. She opened the door

was a gust of air. She felt for the light

switch

and clicked but nothing happened. After

his eyes never left Ronni's face. Then he

swallowed

and leaned back against the cushions of

she made her way up the path, cursing and
ridiculously shy and uncertain for a moment as
he

swearing

under her breath. `I'll show him!

swiftly

unknotted his tie and quickly removed his

Here, let me.' In one fluid movement, he

swept

up the bag and its contents, placing it

'll see to it first thing.' Grinning, Jim

switched

off the bright light and removed the film

He left the studio, the padded door

swinging

to with a soft thud. Fran drew in a slow

kind of mentality that ordered this?' She

swept

a hand round the wrecked hallway, then

shall be here much longer.' `Please,

sweetheart

, hang on in there. It won't be long now

were so valuable,' she gulped. Her head

swam

. He raised his black eyebrows in

could tell she had just read it. He

switched

on the powerhouse smile. `She sounds a

tired?' Her mouth opened and closed.

Swooping

patterns of energy tingled down the labyrinths

this afternoon I want to get in a quick

swim

.' When Rachel arrived at the pool

has said in McGregor on Damages, (15th ed

Sweet

& Maxwell 1988, para 1588): It may be argued

been a very serious point because you could

switch

and turn and twist the means test in such

obviously need to know where the on off

switch

is and and this is a nice one because it

making u-turns, well even the gathering

swine

didn't have to make a u-turn, a change

guide are Padstow in Cornwall, Weymouth,

Swanage

and Lulworth Cove in Dorset, Teignmouth

children. His findings were published in a

Swiss

journal, Experientia, after his article

representatives from the nuclear industries of

Sweden

, Finland, Germany, France, Italy and the

slashing at the edges of his control. So

sweet

, so tight - her slim, supple body writhed

braked as a Metro cut in front of him, and

swore

under his breath. He switched on the radio

morning. I was awake early, so I went for a

swim

. Are you ready for some coffee?' He walked

with unabashed interest. Adam's gaze

swept

boldly over her golden-brown body in its

the tiny rectangle of blue that was the

swimming-pool

. She heard him even after she had lost

slipped to the floor. The supple gold of her

swimsuit

felt as if it were melting under the heat

washed-out denims and a loose crew-neck navy

sweatshirt

. An extremely battered-looking tan leather

`Is it my decision tonight?' she asked

swiftly

. He regarded her with ironic eyes

her legs leaden, afraid to let her eyes

sweep

the room, afraid not to. Maybe she was

Eden. A voice whispered her name. She spun,

sweating

with panic, to see Damian in the forest

blurted and stared beyond him to a young palm

swaying

gently in the breeze. She heard cicadas

that beautiful child of yours… that lovely,

sweet-tempered

baby. She's too good for the pair of you

an ace of responding to him. Leith

swallowed

hard, and knew, before the weakness of

had wanted to lie with have to be such a

swine

- and make out that she was just anybody

mutter something which might have been a mild

swear

word as he studied the Dobermann's handiwork

. `Pardon?' `I'm sorry,' she

swiftly

apologised, when she could see he could

are they really a sort of dirty Harry or

sweeney

sort of officers you would be lead to believe

owned by foreign nationals. of owned by the

Swiss

, , owned by the Germans, , owned by German

slept it off.' He grins defiantly as Eva

sweeps

in through the door. `You'd have

know in Scumland are `Maine Road' and `

Swine

Park'. It is very offensive not to call

service. High Quality Service - Renault UK's

Swindon-based

National Parts Distribution Centre is linked

the stems, where the stems are sometimes

swollen

as in some species of Clerodendrum (Verbenaceae

Date: Wed, 11 Aug 93 11:18 GMT Subject:

Swansea

result: -/ emailinc Ah… well this goes

and this beard? All I can see beneath the

sweet-scented

tangle above the living-room window is

12:31:13 GMT Subject: Re: Turd burgling

Swedish

poet emailinc I've just had a thought

share prices going up rapidly, they will

switch

some of their wealth into stocks and shares

and pigeon holed? All this bollocks about

Swindon

`making friends' cos of their nice passing

governments to introduce legislation. In

Sweden

, for example, the trade unions have long

Dex aie!'. Coming from eighty throats, it

swept

with them down from the wooded foothills

degrees! Walker's symbolism runs along

Swedenborgian

lines to a certain extent. It is questionable

Antwerp. The Germanic Influence Germany,

Switzerland

, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia Germany

precaution - every needle, tube, cotton wool

swab

etc is carefully disposed of. As the needle

bulge; moreover the local helix geometry

switches

from 3 10 to &agr;. Kavanaugh et al . suggest

practices noticeably altered the pH of lakes in

Sweden

. The changes were the opposite of those

rudely interrupted. A betting man, he had

switched

on `Grandstand' for the horse racing from

that Chatterton was as good as his word. He

swung

along on his crutches like a veteran, his

Queensberry. `When summer smiled on

Sweet

Bowhill, and July's eve with balmy breath

What did you say?' she said. Dorcas

swallowed

. Oh, well. If you were going to get shouted

, and ran to unfasten the door. The gate

swung

outwards, and he found himself looking

vidphone flashed an incoming message. He

switched

the machine on to receiver mode. The screen

paralysis spreading across this world.'

Swarf

ignored him. `Where are the androids and

was no escape. `Stop it!' shouted

Swarf

. The khthons didn't listen. The third khthon

morning session at the law courts was in full

swing

, and the halls and corridors were crowded

legions. Scandinavian, French, the neutral

Swedes

, Indian prisoners of war from the British

Hollower to do it. Scathach held the horses.

Swimmer

of Lakes was quite calm, but the raiders

Quick as she was, Feargal was quicker and

swerved

swiftly to one side. The fork missed him

nervousness and anger was released in one

swift

exit from the man who had dominated, despised

moment. But still I wanted him to… Robyn

swallowed

, touching her lips disbelievingly with

teeth gleaming white against the tanned,

swarthy

skin of his face. `There's no need to look

her cheeks and, no matter how swiftly she

swiped

them away and pretended they weren't there

's the matter?' she added with risky mock

sweetness

. `Can't you handle the fact that I prefer

was really, really drunk. Robyn felt the

swift

surge of alarm, and panic as the heavy

the lake. You know Shelley cannot swim? I

swim

here with Byron because I dread to swim

remote. Sitting on my unused bed,

swigging

room service orange juice, I switch on

yeshivah boys, skullcaps askew and earlocks

swinging

, armed with cricket bats, bricks and lumps

smells awful: it's the poison. Heavy smokers

sweat

at night, and drinkers, and people with

beyond. Village beyond that again.' `

Switham

village?' But the old man had shot

interspersed with the haunting - and piercingly

sweet

- memories, she was assailed by the picture

head. He took the glass just in time as she

swayed

dizzily, and his arm caught her, lashing

at the bazaar and I could do some white

Swiss

eyelet embroidery on them. Mama taught

Babe in the Wood at that. Caught by two

swindlers

already; what's she doin', eh? Tryin' to

figures watching the world go by. Toy cars

swept

past, headlights small as the beam from

n't do that. But maybe, just maybe, with

sweet

and sparkly Mrs Malloy smiling her way,

numerous, nesting on precarious ledges,

swirling

in the air near the cliffs or swimming

alternative bleaching techniques. But even in

Sweden

the whole campaign started with the emphasis

Sydney. My dinner companions were two

Swiss

nurses doing a world tour, and Roger Rasmussen

reaction to violence Western governments

swiftly

condemned the brutality and threatened

monetary policy. Exchange liberalization

Sweeping

liberalization of foreign exchange dealings

please phone Jane Milligan. Midlands A

Swan

Saving an Elephant! The Swan Diplomat

information of a comparable nature in Norway,

Sweden

, Denmark, Ireland, Holland, USA and Japan

almost immediately on starting to fish a

swim

. I am convinced that zander often shoal

good 'un? The fact is that it is a good

swim

right from the beginning of the season,

waters you know is to spend ten minutes in a

swim

you have never fished before - I always

gunnels with tackle and bait. If you find a

swim

where you can trot down you could end up

. At that time, Graham was a left-hander

switching

to the right hand when he became a professional

problems almost as soon as it was announced. A

switch

of venue from Boucher Playing Fields to

reflecting back the glaring head lamps,

swallowed

him up. CHAPTER 64 Curtis had told

underside of the smooth wooden planking.

Switching

off the torch, he pocketed it to leave

education. Ingraham's Cabinet had been

sworn

in on Aug. 24 in which Ingraham himself

General People's Committee In the most

sweeping

changes in the executive since March 1987

Other Nobel prizes as awarded by the

Swedish

Academies The prize for medicine, announced

associate status through its customs union with

Switzerland

, but no vote. EUROPE NORTHERN IRELAND

the head of the commission, Rolf Ekeus (

Sweden

), said that he would recommend withholding

The first case - that of three traders in

Swiss

francs - ended on July 9 with one man being

government officials meeting in Ronneby,

Sweden

, agreed to implement an emergency programme

of the Soviet government by" advocates of

swift

privatization", who would have sold the

major effect of this show of restraint was

swiftly

to reverse the recent downward trend of

September to help recover funds transferred into

Swiss

bank accounts by successive governments

Financial Times of June 10, 1991, described the

Swiss

as seeing" themselves as virtually powerless

party in the regional poll ensured that

SWAPO

would dominate the new National Council

(As recently as 1986 voters had rejected

Swiss

membership of the UN - see p. 34959.) All

exhaustion on the ship, or in attempts to

swim

ashore. Accounts of some 70 of the refugees

frivolous, contrived or other cases in effect to

swamp

the social security system with decisions

backdating them. The burden of proof has

switched

from the Department which made the error

knuckle-bone, rested lightly on his shoulders. He

swam

carefully, on his back. Her eyes were half-closed

the Bishop of Salisbury claims the oath

sworn

years ago was conditional upon the King

take what you came here to give me.'

Sweet

deceiver? The murmured words finally

near she was to breaking-point. `Stephen

swore

a sacred oath to recognise Matilda as Queen

the man could gather himself for another

swing

. The heavy two-handed sword fell with them

sleepy-eyed groom pushed one into his hand and

swiftly

backed away. Benjamin knelt down, bringing

and watched the silver, darting carp who

swam

in dashes of light amongst the water grass

elections in Kenya will likewise be peaceful,

swift

and positive. I fully accept what

Covered all over in sh… sweet vi-o-lets,

sweeter

than the roses… He is a man of action

she'd look if she allowed herself to be

swept

off her feet by more of those blood-stirring

dark red suit, and the shoulder bag that

swung

carelessly, indicated that she also had

girl touched the hearts of every woman in

Swinbrook

and all those who could attended the wedding

people will be pleased, and reassured, that

Swansea

City Council appears to be moving towards

reach her objective, and she did this as

swiftly

as possible, feeling strangely uneasy at

mentioned this, Fen did not move but merely

swayed

his hips to one side, so that she was forced

streams ran in and out of the canal. Lordly

swans

moved leisurely away from the bows. The

its alternatives: attitudes and beliefs in

SW

England Award Type: Research Development

behaviours of lions and deer and ostriches to

sweeping

assertions about the causal determinants

go. And she had. She was a strong

swimmer

, a good cook, and she had received Clive

her one trip across the bay on a six-berth

Swedish

cruiser-racer owned by a visiting friend

She felt like a cork tossed on the

swirl

been recorded, from the Cape Verde Basin,

SW.

and eddy of her own thoughts. Just when
of the Cape Verde Is at 6035 m.
OPHIOPLINTHACINAE

plates in profile appear to be slightly
well-designed body that flies as well as a swift,
or

swollen

. The first ventral arm plate appears trapezoidal

swims

as well as a dolphin, or sees as well as

London, long before it reached Oxford Street,

Swansea

, and presumably it was seen in Chicago,

tax system and the effects of the recent

switches

between direct and indirect taxation. The

rise and decay. Even while the phase is

switched

on it is possible for the current to be

maximised over the full speed range the

switching

angle must be made speed-dependent. Ideally

must be made speed-dependent. Ideally the

switching

angle should vary continuously with speed

for the purpose to his ally the king of

Sweden

, who sent them to Hungary. The twelfth-century

could already have borne him their two sons,

Swegen

and Harold. Nor is it likely that either

attributable by the analyst to individual

switches

, is something actively constructed by participants

have chosen to use it in this book. Code

switching

in practice In what follows I shall give

of the clerks, mirrors the extra-marital"

swyving

" by which her mother was conceived. An

must, however, be whether we regard the"

swyving

" of the two women as the visitation of

when participation in a CU results in a

switch

from a low cost, to a higher cost, source

with no human effort or skill apart from

switching

the equipment on and checking that there

staff working in leisure areas, such as

swimming

pools or fitness rooms, sometimes have

matched controls, using the acetylcholine

sweat

spot test devised to test autonomic integrity

other symptoms such as postural hypotension.

Sweat

regulation has been used as a test of autonomic

male and a regular female are in the nest

swimming

around together doing the regular thing

lectern beside him. `Swear that!' he rasped. `

Swear

what you say is true, with your hand on

. And you swearing. I've never heard you

swear

in my life. You know what? You know what

watered with pain, with chlorine from the

swimming

pool and with oil from the rag I'd been

off. The police officer gaped at his

Swiss

Police knife. Its functioning power had

into her shop. That fancy food. For the

swells

, that is. Tourists.' `And you get

those posh cars you test drive that really
short-haired, very independent lady who dresses
and

swung

it.' `And we actually get paid for

swears

like a Vietnam veteran (North Vietnam that

Werewolf if he fancied a drink. `Do fish

swim

?' he said, whipping the power steering

make the most of coal dust. The Heroes (

Sw

. Brygidy Church, Gdansk) The heroes are

of specialised expertise, for example in

swaps

, is a further form of strategic investment

Fruits from it". Likewise in 1711 Jonathan

Swift

complained that" we have been fighting…

magic jewels. He is armed with a silver

sword

, and spends most of his life in the dungeon

interpretation of food products `obtained by the

swelling

of cereals'. Not surprised, so were we.

account, and paid out once the holiday ends.

Swallow

has chosen not to increase prices, despite

forward, as though she were in its grip and

swept

along with it. She was concentrating

can't be serious!' As she watched, a door

swung

open on the insect's side and an overalled

He took one hand off the controls to

sweep

it out in a large gesture that took in

frivolous speculation. `The room was

swept

just three days ago,' the uniformed messenger

clubhouse. Behind, she heard another parent

swoop

on Maxim. `Oh, Major, did you get the message

sociology. Even the Symbolist view (which held

sway

in Russia in the first years of the century

did have Willis, whose father was keen on

swimming

, and influential, and who had a fair chance

Then what do you need, Jessamy?' She

swallowed

very hard. `I think - I think that I need

this very much.' He stared at her,

swaying

in his chair, then all the malevolent rage

look up and see the high tops of the pines

swaying

in a wind that you couldn't feel down on

in the shape of a folding fan. `It's very

sweet

of them, Alan, but I really think it would

sitting there, sipping my glass of hot,

sweet

Indian tea, I was approached by a shifty-looking

Hindi sword is the finest, and of all Hindi

swords

, that known as the mawj-i darya, the waves

others with spears, while nearly all wore

swords

and carried shields. Scattered among them

Professor James. `Therefore if you

switch

to a diet high in fruit, vegetables and

our three cutters, Active, Safeguard and

Swift

also came out of hiding, the roar of their

see you out. Half way to the door I

swivelled

and, as if simply following the script

inaugural editorial. `But it isn't quite as

switched

on as our ad men make out.' It continued

grey speckled hen parade slowly across the

sweep

, pause, raise an enquiring eye to the front

while the outlines of the coloured forms

swirl

, undulate and bubble energetically. In

Outside again, Anna stared over the

sweep

of lawns. `A waterfall!' she exclaimed.

striker Chapuisat is the most successful

Swiss

influence of an elite eight. SAUNDERS

SWITCH

player ever to play in Germany's Bundesliga
A TURN-OFF FOR WILKO SHAUN CUSTIS
ASTON

her mind like a haunting refrain. `Your

sweet

, milk-sop charms may be attracting him

realised - had hoped and assumed he'd simply

sweep

her into his arms. She should have known

indicators are clearly marked. The reset

switch

is a little large for my money, but, being

This is enabled by selecting `Enable Task

Swapper

' form the Options menu. The Program List

unexpected feature is the design of the power

switch

. There is thin plastic rod running from

her to choose the frikadeller served with

sweet

and sour cucumber, red cabbage and crisply

fierce that she surrendered completely to the

sweet

persistence of his seductive mouth. When

his nearness. It was madness, but it was a

sweet

madness more enthralling than her previous

wizard, who was menacing his throat with a

sword

. In the darkness, too, something was gripping

its company. K! sdra hefted his own

sword

and grinned expansively as the wizard shuffled

quavering at all, `that this is a magic

sword

.' Lio! rt let the red silk wrapping

amusement in her blue eyes. For his abrupt

switch

to English had come after taking one look

grew hard and calculating. `You won't mind

sweeping

about Venice on my money, will you?'

the party?' he asked tensely. She

swallowed

so that she didn't sound as if she was

and roars off the Fire Hills. It swallows

sweet-smelling

turf of field scabious and harebell and

white Rhenish wine, as well as a platter of

sweet

pastries. Cranston lost his sour look and

The crustier, a pompous young man,

swaggered

in. `Sir John, a message from the under

jellies formed in exquisite shapes of castles,

swans

and horses. Soon the banquet would be over

ecstasy a fading quiver of memory and her

swollen

lips no longer muttering his name over

wrong-footed. He had glanced up at her as she'd

swept

into his office, dressed in a pair of slim

ankle-deep in blood and gore, slit open the

swollen

bellies of cows, pigs and sheep. They allowed

for this should be given by GWM or MAR and

SW

' form (see No. 4). 3. Check with

draw the King's army to quell it, whilst

Sweno

, the Norwegian King, appeared with his

- if Danny hadn't left his C.B radio rig

switched

on when he left to go on hight shift.

empire was Henry's younger brother, Philip of

Swabia

, who was on his way to Sicily to conduct

particularly looking forward to scuba diving and

swimming

in Stingray City. And perhaps a little

heard it before. This on-off pattern of
compounded. Some depend on the ability to find
or

switching

concentration between the editor's moustache

switch

extra support, to seek outside help or

a rose by any other name would smell as

sweet

With this construction, too, there is possibly

are small dark hairs, a glistening drop of

sweat

. `So what are we going to do with

filled the airless canvas space, scents of

sweat

and soap, adult tainting. Libby smelt sickness

production, came together on occasion to

swap

information, provide each other with examples

about helping here and there - and even

swept

the tenement stair, paid by us all, whereas

switched on there's a sign up there. It's not

switched

on yet, so can somebody switch it on. And

, Astral House, 1268 London Road, London

SW16

4ER Tel. 081-679 8000, has over 1000 groups

mosquito bites from giving blood from a

swimming

pool from kissing from day-to-day contact

like `free use of private beach', `heated

swimming

pool' or `wine-tasting'. And she'll travel

throat and his face and his eyes seeming to

swell

up in a great hot surge of grief. And there

behind them. She had this absurd desire to

swing

Lucy round like a child and walk holding

summer wind across white sands; here she had

swum

easy as a seal, crystal seas halcyon over

England and Wales. Beers tend to be darker and

sweeter

. Hops cannot be grown north of the border

thrust up through the turf like a stone

sword

. Little clusters of guests were standing

through to draw the bolt. Stewart came in

sweating

and gasping, almost too desperate to form

understood that he was imagining her in a

swimsuit

with sleek hair at the local pool or in

Typically, Morelli participated in one of the

Swiss

glacial expeditions organised by Louis

since I had any of those.' `That's the

sweet

cicely,' I said, pointing out the clumps

As they climbed in, the red wooden seat

swung

suddenly backwards, steadied itself. -

the double doors of the ward were already

swinging

shut behind Marie. `Eh!' shouted

favourite, where she would gently rub the

sweet-scented

leaves and herbs and flowers between her

concern for her and gave her an old, baggy

sweater

of his to put over the other garments.

1953 and 1960 the Pentagon defence budget

swallowed

$350 billion. Britain, with a defence budget

armchair opposite. Her hands, with their

swollen

knuckles, rested on her knees. Because

closer and closer, the tip nearest the ground

swelled

into a grotesque head which reared up,

times long past. He imagined the sheathed

swords

, formal and crusty, sharing reminiscences

government (of whatever persuasion) is always

swift

to remove it, by using public funds for

deeply his carelessness pained her. She was

Sweetheart

. She was younger and more beautiful and

posed as living models for the students.

Sweetheart

was going to be a model, too, but not until

strong bitter-sweet sarsaparilla. Sometimes

Sweetheart

had to go into the back room to buy something

we came to about Australia… Goodbye, my

sweet

little sister Alice! I feel almost more

is such a pity; Once I used to think her

sweet

; Now she's getting like her mother. Dear

at everything. `What night do they

swim

then?' `Wednesdays, I think. Quite

accommodation, a revised benefits' system

sweeping

away school meals' entitlements and heavily

finish. It was not much extra work to

sweep

out and clean away the dust, but it did

walk may be continued beyond the ruins to

Swinner

Gill where a track leads upstream to the

the air over Antwerp `appeared black' with

swarms

of four-spotted chaser dragonflies, as

Kealaikahiki, or `The Path to Tahiti', a vicious

swell

blew up. Soon, the craft was making its

carried by archers in preference to the

sword

. It consisted of a shaft with a hammer

subjected the world to dominion by the two

swords

(Luke 22:38) and since the apostle Peter

the upper neck area and this can affect

swallowing

or cause breathing difficulties.

looked up again. `Great. Could you take it to

Swindon

Blowfeather for initialling? I, er, I need

but had nothing except bile to bring up, a

sweat

thickened on her forehead which no amount

be running marathons or plunging into the

swimming

pool every day in order to maintain a reasonable

even more palatable by making it fattier or

sweeter

than it should be. foods rich in fat or

ordinary life in Shellerton the fish of murder

swam

like a shark, silent, unknown, growing

punished for preaching non-violence, and

swore

a solemn oath to cut off the priest's ears

part. Well, in the beginning the strings

sweep

up, then there are the basses and the bass

transparent material filled with coloured gas that

swirled

and glowed, spinning visions of ancient

I was released, I was so relieved that I

swore

I would lead a normal life - no more endless

have been toiling flat out for six months.

Sweating

it out in blistering heat from 6am until

surprised by disgust, always bewildered by the

swing

between the two. He merely knew enough

believe that, serenity can be achieved by

swallowing

a few polychromatic biochemicals! I think

brigades from all over Austria was in full

swing

. The central section of the courtyard of

never shows his face. He's off abroad or

swigging

sherry in some London drawing-room. He

drive the hands of the clock round more

swiftly

. In consequence, by mid-afternoon, exhaustion

Surrey and Rutland were required to make

sworn

statements of the forest bounds in the

dismissed solar energy and renewables with a

sweep

of his hand. Egypt's nuclear power

them how to race and how to lose. The

Swiss

, by and large, have grown out of it, though

substantial progress. It holds out the promise of

swifter

verdicts. It appends that promise to a

In a series of constitutional amendments

sweeping

away the formal vestiges of Stalinism,

radio summariser with Alston, Arlott and

Swanton

for the Tests in the early Fifties. His

Rivers Authority in Shrewsbury that the

swollen

River Severn was expected to burst its

an Environmental Protection Bill making

sweeping

changes in the way industrial pollution

rightly says, many of the Labour MPs who

swept

to power in 1945 had come through J.P.M.

badly heated studio which belonged to a

Swiss

painter, Lejeune, modern art exhibitions

conventional planning, this would mean that

Sweden

should build new power plants that burn

CO 2 . All the options came out filling

Sweden

's energy needs at a cost of between $5.5

million direct into one of North's three

Swiss

bank accounts and North drew out $2 million

then proceeded calmly on his way, his brush

swaying

in the air behind him. It is Vic's impression

`No, no, don't do that,' says Philip

Swallow

, nervously fingering his beardless chin

more lemonade, but she'd said nothing about

sweets

. `Half fill this from the tap, will

sender unit which started when the pre-heater

switch

broke and started to burn. I replaced this

depends on the pressures, doesn't it?' And he

switched

on the set and went back to his desk, putting

The bogies are new: the BT4l evolved in

Switzerland

, to give good riding at the 140mph (225

' was translated by D.G. Rossetti: `Thou

sweetlysmelling

fresh red rose/ That near thy summer art

composing poems, of dancing, fencing and

sword

play, as well as of practising the fashionable

later in Fokine's unforgettable The Dying

Swan

fur Anna Pavlova. But by the time Fokine

Coppélia and so do the Spanish dancers in

Swan

Lake . However Massine in The Three-Cornered

as a brute, a beast, a swine. He lives a

swine

and he dies a swine. But on the Last Day

he is incompetent, and as well as being

swept

along in the muddle and uproar he shares

output reaches 0V, the IC IC comparator

switches

, Q1 turns on, and the cycle repeats. Transistor

documentary last week fighting, screaming,

swearing

and - it seemed - never going to classes

added. Fashion: Modesty blaze The new

swimwear

looks like a cover-up - but Nilgin Yusuf

Morris & Verdin, 28 Churton Street, London

SW1

2LP (071-630 8888). A Place I Know:

and bad for democracy. Germany and

Switzerland

suffer from the same problems. Here, too

away,' and watched a metal ammunition box

swing

down. `Keep it off the deck,' he ordered

The cat shuddered as her bows bit into the

swell

. Up she came, the swell lifting her and

after each other seaward across the low

swampland

. Too late Trent flung the motor cycle

the more energetic amongst you. The

swimming

pool, garden terraces and poolside bar

availability, especially since geladas could

switch

from grass to rhizomes and bulbs as the

was luxuriating in All the sadness in the

sweet

, The sweetness in the sad. Or perhaps

produce the highest return and refusing to be

swamped

with other people's inefficiency.

eating usually involves the consumption of

sweets

, cakes and so on. After all, there's nothing

acquisitions, disposals, share issues, and

swaps

- please contact Barclays de Zoete Wedd

of the evening statement. After the

swap

, Volvo's only other asset outside of engineering

Oldham manager. Royle refused, so City and

Swales

, having dug themselves a large hole, returned

in real terms for over a century) for a

Swiss

franc mortgage at around 9.5 per cent,

Ankara SEOUL (AP) - South Korean students

swinging

iron bars and hurling home-made bombs broke

to experienced observers, of the sweetest

swing

in baseball, came of age during the National

discos, but said they had friends. Zsuzsa

swims

with a friend at 7 every morning. They

difficulty. Erch turned the bakelite

switch

and twiddled the dial all the way from

particle physics. Another theme of

Switzerland

's new science policy is collaboration.

the EC to form the European Economic Area,

Switzerland

is a member of the EC Framework programme

the A40 near Haverfordwest, Dyfed. Boy

swept

into sea is named A schoolboy who drowned

last prove the man who can draw forth the

sword

from the stone, and translate into reality

His barrister wife, Lavender, is clearly

swallowing

back tears. Mrs Patten had admitted

Coarse Fish of Ireland Committee.' CANAL

SWIMS

LOST AFTER GUN THREAT Anglers have lost

a half million cubic metres of ash were

swept

out of what remained of the town. The new

greatest bores on mountain biking in the

Swedish

Arctic. Midnight, seen from a sleeping

shouts down to me too. We pause again and

swap

passenger so that Nathan takes Tony round

confident strides. How does he feel about the

Swedish

Lapps? He shrugs. How can the reindeer

grinding weight of compassion and guilt

swept

over her. She cannot mother her child and

be the point of life without that great

sweeping

tail that could scatter the stars across

was small and poky, the carpet stank of

sweat

from all the bands that had rehearsed there

defence of nonrealistic drama of the sort that

Sweeney

Agonistes embodied. But a new note has

individual structural adjustment loan.

SWITCHING

RESOURCES Some of the ambivalence shown

Pansies , for instance, Lawrence castigates

Swift

for his `gnashing insanity', his `insolent

mouth, releasing a flood of juice that is

sweet

, but shot through with a sharp, vibrant

where I am and shut my eyes. The noises

swirl

round me, but it don't bother me.

stylish, the collection includes T-shirts,

sweatshirts

(with or without hoods), jogging bottoms

begun to call Janie, after a variety of

sweet

to which she was devoted) began to develop

self-interested payment up-front of this `

sweetener

', plus exclusive corporate rates?

hands and departed to spend the summer in

Sweden

. Mr McCloy had left them no address

A. Simple reaction time When a light is

switched

on (or a note is sounded) a button must

swimming pools is Ponds Forge International

Swimming

Pool in Sheffield. It's got two moveable

your partner a hefty prod? According to

Swedish

ENT specialist Dr Bjorn Petruson a small

, and keep your clothes clean on holiday

Sweet

Nothings A spoonful of sweetener helps

were described by Lars Ramskold from the

Swedish

theoretical, possibility. This tentative

swing

Museum of Natural History and Hou Xianguang
towards Europe was spurred by the new
Administration

and `Tosca', are still in the repertory -

sweeping

realist interpretations with

Cameron has an answer. Instead of the state

swallowing

all the income, he suggests it should go

tax - either of them offensive to a large

swathe

of Tory MPs, both of them defensible -

switched off the torch. He'd better not

switch

it on till he was in the wood. Jack could

.' Lee took the stump of a tube of

sweets

out of his pocket. `Have one,' he

helmet across the ground towards him. `Want a

sweet

?' he said, holding out the last one in

swims beneath the male, but usually the pair

swims

with the male gliding beneath the female

midline and forward of her dorsal fin. During

swimming

the young may press its flipper against

another with their penis or flippers, and may

swim

together belly to belly or touching flippers

frequently jump cigar out of the water while

swimming

fast, enabling them to maintain their speed

Repose restored, oh! cruel bliss - To her

sweet

toil she rose and wove - Ah! bitter 'tis

already been a rapid consolidation among

Sweden

's property investors. But with their own

Lost Soul. Billie Holiday. Aretha. There

swiftly

followed a post-modern embarrassment of

included, as always, a representative from the

Swiss

government, to give operations a veneer

drum patterns and horn fills, she keeps

swooping

in like a dive-bombing seagull and forcing

going for a walk with his two terriers named

Sweep

and Red. Sweep was found dead 20ft

coalition governments and avoid the radical

swings

that have characterised British politics

passengers and 70 per cent of car traffic would

switch

from ferries to Tunnel, recent estimates

will merge their operations to make the

Swedish

group the 20th largest European insurer

and the North. Labour needs an eight-point
persuaded Branson to push Sir Jimmy into his
own

swing

to take power - something not achieved

swimming

pool to help him let down what remains

pleated and belted at the waist, the free end

swung

up and pinned over the shoulder of his

wasn't you? You set no knife in him? You

swear

it? Nor in Ewan Beg?' `It was a spear

drink was sticky in Elizabeth's mouth. She

swallowed

desperately, feeling sick. Someone

Eternity With her sly charm. Sir George

swung

the light back onto the dolls' cot.

needs the will and the courage. Franca,

sweetheart

, I bless you, I worship you, you have a

lips. The two tiny hands clasped together

swung

back and forth with excitement. `

good grammar schools could not simply be

swept

away, nor the rights and duties of Local

window. She attached the bag and it was

swiftly

hoisted aloft. After a brief conversation

The first Rottweiler to be registered in

Sweden

was a bitch Syda v Karlstor, registered

was clad in a close-fitting N. Peal black

sweater

which showed off her figure to full advantage

that can yield as much or more fodder than

swedes

. It can be grazed in situ or cut and carted

swathes in a clockwise direction, starting one

swathe

in from the hedge and finishing in mid-field

Generation' (Marr and Johnson) - its natural

swagger

becoming almost music-hall syncopation

his club will not allow the matter to be

swept

under the carpet. Lancashire have

Lee on warm and woolly traditional chunky

sweaters

By VINNY LEE SAILING around the coast

Violetta's farewells it was the natural

sweetness

and dramatic presence of this fine artist

stable-mates, too, and they are among the

swiftest

in their class. Top speed for this diesel

who expects to encounter the 25-year-old

Swede

in the Davis Cup final here in December

disappeared - those robes are murder to

swim

in - but you can see the odd pointy hat

woodwork but they are duplicitous and wizened,

swamp

people and ratbags, and they can blacken

weight-lifting obviously develops strength.

Swimming

incorporates all three aspects, and a good

once a nun, long years in a convent - had

swung

a boy clean off his feet by the hair of

. Tough. A mean hombre . There was a new

swagger

, belly bounce - he might be more an all-in

in shock, screaming his tortured soul, he

swung

out on a new dimension. He tried

to support the other, but refusing to be

swamped

by or subjugated to the other), the needs

began to gather the berries, eating the

sweetest

, darkest red ones, and putting the rest

of grassland in a stratosphere of densely

swirling

mist and cloud. Sometimes, when the

common. We both enjoyed tennis, dancing,

swimming

, and good music, She was a shiksa too.

extinguished, dead. Below the tower, clouds

swirl

across a grey moonscape lit from moment

house, Mrs Thwaites would bring out large

sweet

biscuits for me. She was really good at

and used to be very awkward when I was I

sweeping

the hay with her. Once the sweeping machinery

local sites. At present Austria and

Switzerland

are having the best snow for years while

or at least, not at first. What about the

sweatshops

of Korea, or the rich Kuwaiti women who

the wrong king this tide of violence might

swirl

and sweep south across the border.' Corbett

I realise that there are those who

swear

by recordings which are distinguished by

acoustic sonar, for example, or for flight,

swimming

or digging. But yet we cannot say that

n't, it's my heart. I can't breathe - I'm

sweating

- my bag's banging on my hips and I'm getting

clothes?' `There's places. Launderettes.

Swimming

baths.' `So you live rough?'

me. An energetic girl, she spent the day

swimming

airing, backed by a hedge of oldfashioned

sweet

, jogging, cycling and hiking before retiring
peas ANIMAL HOUSE ASKING PIGS AND
CHICKENS

the flying trapeze acrobat who dances and

swings

operated only by sand. Another favourite

body roll and the engine is just about the

sweetest

I've ever had.' Any minus points? `Well

under Instructor Clinton gave a display of

Swedish

drill. The movements were watched

known as grips, which prevented them from

swinging

. The train was electrically lighted

them before a race.' Kelly's head was

swimming

as she left the racecourse. She hardly

like `Connect', a Visa debit card, and `

Switch

', an electronic-only debit network. But

Leisure Centre, Crowborough, are a competition

swimming

pool, 4 badminton courts, 2 squash courts

clear then remove from the heat. Add the

Sweetex

Granulated, stirring until dissolved. Stone

would end with an Ensaimada - a kind of

sweet

break dusted with icing sugar - and coffee

cooling mechanism. The efficiency of

sweating

can be affected by the external environmental

woman, she was dreadfully upset.' Alec

swore

under his breath. If I don't stop her,

were located in the first designations of

Swansea

, Tyneside, Corby, the Isle of Dogs, Wakefield

when a heroic campaign by their own fans

swung

events in Hibs' favour. Mercer retreated

at another , appropriate time. If

sweet

reason and turning a blind eye are not

Vancouver was a sportsman's paradise so far as

swimming

, fishing, and boating were concerned, and

of skiing again - even during visits to

Switzerland

in later years. I had no wish to have another

periods of rapid subsidence in which the peat

swamp

was submerged and covered with silt or

stockpile contains. Japan, Spain,

Sweden

, South Korea and Italy all operate stockpiles

and Central American passerines has been

swelled

and diminished by a century of taxonomic

nationwide network of police computers could

swap

unsubstantiated gossip and suspicion about

them only when a war in Europe was in full

swing

. if the war was going badly for NATO, and

water they actually conserve energy when

swimming

at high speeds (Journal of the Marine

poachers - and for Mr Soper to have a fleeting

swipe

at the conservation intentions of the government

blind in the shallow muddy water, it is

swimming

by instinct, following the deepest sand

ponds at Clapton, another of his childhood

swimming

holes, he had felt his tension being blown

When we lived a simpler life we walked,

swam

, stretched and climbed as a matter of course

such as tachycardia and tremor are masked,

sweating

, a predominantly &agr;-mediated response

various complications is reunited with his

sweetheart

, Mary Fielding. CH 2, 3. plummy and

by the amalgamation of southern red pied

Swedish

cattle with the Swedish Ayrshire. The Red

Scottish Highland and Blonde d'Aquitaine.

SWEDISH

POLLED (Svensk Kullig Boskap, or SKB) White

the Brownie was so kind as to share her

sweets

with him the Earl was sending a tin of

hectares; moorland converted to a rye grass

sward

can support 10 sheep per hectare. Conversion

one motion. What happens is this: it is

swimming

along on a near-horizontal plane when it

anyhow, for I did not know of any big bream

swims

close enough to the bank for a float cast

casters: feed a generous quantity into the

swim

initially, then little and often as the

will catch a big one. I study the

swim

, working out in my mind the best way of

surprise attacks, and after a 4-1 win at
Hawkins, Walter Howard Husband, Everard
Arthur

Swindon

, the Railwaymen's international winger

Swinton

and John Chipchase Walker. We would

the following changes have emerged: 1 a
camouflaged and lethargic stonefish. For a
human

swing

of the pendulum away from uncritical acceptance

swimmer

, to step on one of these almost invisible

glutinous rice cakes Glutinous rice is

sweet

and its sticky texture makes it easy to

Louisiana countryside - the many woods,

swamps

, bayous (inland waterways) and lakes -

or regular. The rest contain artificial

sweeteners

critics were unduly patronising; McKellen's

sweaty

. TRIED AND TASTED Your pull-out-and-keep
and furious Iago; and Zoe Wanamaker's
unforgettable

pull a room together just as effectively as

swagging

everything in sight with the same chintz

followed by the (by now) multi-racial and

swollen

pack. `And I am put in this ward under

The Blue Elephant, 4 Fulham Broadway,

SW6

(01 385 6595) has brought the jungle to

and to offer our bed partner the choice of

swallowing

during fellatio because that's just `good

and back to the airport from anywhere in

Switzerland

. For £44 a Swiss Holiday Card provides

achieve this look yourself, try Duo from
Compacta bulb. Price, £114 Scents of Purpose

Swish
SWEETSCENTED

- a corded curtain and valance track system
VARIETIES OF PLANTS AND SHRUBS WILL
MAKE

and fitness club, including the outdoor

swimming

pool, which some of us tried out, while

break, almost 100 ahead of the next best,

Switzerland

's Chantal Bournissen. Kronberger's

time again and evening were taken up with

swimming

, Brownies and piano. There was hardly a

from Liverpool. She likes riding, reading,

swimming

and running. Hannah Leigh is nine

Tiga Spirit 4 Intermediate Boards 4 Tiga

Swift

16 Short Boards 8 Tiga Power Jybe 4 Tiga

him short. `I don't imagine anything, Mr

Swayne

; I'm trying to find out as much as possible

start somewhere.' `Yes, of course.'

Swayne

took a small cigar from a box near his

felt claws rake his ribs, but gripped his

sword

and thrust upwards. Hot liquid and entrails

garden, Matt could see Cindy sitting on a

swinging

bench with Emma's children on either side

The rain was still streaming down,

swept

into folds by occasional gusts of wind.

obviously designed to give a lyrical melodic

sweep

to the melody in the second movement of

ostensibly embarked on, had been enabled by

Sweden

's decision to remain neutral after the

platforms may be found groups of Germans,

Swedes

, Poles, of men, women and children of nearly

's detector will therefore be inhibited (

switched

off). In contrast, when the target is a

full length of the training hall and then

switch

feet, keeping the right foot in place and

of baked earth where the wind-blown dust

swirled

, and far away to port the snow-capped volcanic

the room, his head bent and the pen moving

swiftly

across pages held in a clipboard. I had

the broken macadam where the road had been

swept

away. The man himself was small,

half-way across when I felt the rear begin to

swing

sideways under the weight of the torrent

with us?' And when Gómez did not answer, he

swung

round on her and said, `Does that mean

fury with dark, triumphant brown. `

Sweet

as Maltese honey,' he murmured, his voice

fishing inlet, Ghar Lapsi, for a picnic and a

swim

. Via the Blue Grotto, which may not be

you like to try patizzi ?' `Is that

sweet

or savoury?' `Savoury. Anchovies,

going to go and be a nun? Thérèse
Fitzwilliam Book. THE KEYBOARD MUSIC
OF

swabbed

the lid of the saucepan. Thin and battered

SWEELINCK

AND PRAETORIUS The question of priorities

even shorter tail, making outline even more

swift-like

. Differs in streaked underparts, and rufous

wing and black outer tail feathers. Cf.

Swift

Tern. 14 in. (36 cm.). SANDWICH TERN

section during the flight…' The Han

swallowed

and backed away hurriedly. The man

of a successful experiment in cultivating

swedes

to determine what would happen when the

Friends' Quarterly Examiner , 1937; T. B.

Swann

, The Ungirt Runner , 1965; Jean Moorcroft

till either prerogative and privilege be

swallowed

up in freedom or liberty itself be led

father's blessing, but eventually founded the

Swillington

(Yorkshire) branch of the family. In 1802

with Thorsten Nordenfelt, the London-based

Swedish

that many who should have known better were

swept

inventor of a quick-firing gun and an unseaworthy
along with it. The sloppiness of such thinking-bypun

the cloudiness. A rat, put in the tank,

swims

at random until it locates the shelf, more

wordless, mindless, stronger and infinitely

sweeter

than anything he had ever known. She clung

humming is still strong, and the wind is still

swirling

all about us, and something is stirring

look at those files, I suppose?' He

swung

his head from side to side. `No way.' A

Who told you that?' he flashed. `Dr

Swod

among others.' Marek's tremble quickened

of them: the eight-yard-high obelisk was

swathed

in wooden bandages, as impenetrable as

countries with the highest growth rates - Japan,

Sweden

, Germany and Austria - have had the lowest

they ducked in a vain attempt to avoid the

sweeping

mayhem of the laden spar. Someone sailed

The sun was calm and bright, the air was

sweet

, When all at once I heard above the throng

Drugs Squad knew about them. Russell

swung

his grey eyes across to Dexter. He looked

was suddenly carried away and drowned in a

swollen

torrent. The rain turned to snow, and darkness

right as the Allies crossed the Rhine and

swept

through Germany. On 29 April Mussolini

the bite Bob, sorry but you did ask for it

sweetie

.' Bob stayed away from home every

never seems to catch up.' `I know,

sweets

- once you start swotting there's no end

nowhere out beyond Aylesbury?' Dyson

swerved

to avoid a hole in the road, hit it dead

handbag, and she put it on the table with a

swift

, rejecting movement as though it was hot

generated out of a semantic slip caused by

switching

from one discourse to another on the strength

illustrated in the following passage which

switches

from hotel room to airport on the basis

movement, it's got to be bad, right?' Ace

swore

. `And that's not all,' he added.

hand and gently traced a line across her

swollen

cheek. She made no attempt to move away

of fair hair was tied up, so it did not

swish

and fall over her shoulders). `He'd have

eugenically fit unions. The BM7 intervened

swiftly

with a lengthy editorial, bringing the

fluttering debris of tindery flakes as he

swung

it in his hand. Thick enough and heavy

cannon, muskets, and pistols as well as

swords

, and knew how to use them well. The slaves

have paper free. I do a bit of modelling,

sweeping

up, errands, fetch orders of croque-monsieurs

cultural diversity. The pendulum of opinions

swung

back, if only a little. These various

on Ipswich, Northampton, Peterborough and

Swindon

. Additions could be made to existing New

. It gradually died away. His body

swayed

gently back and forth on the ropes.

the cottage, their tail-lights gradually

swallowed

by the gloom and the relentless downpour

and he trapped it with his left foot, then

swivelled

and hooked it to one of the young boys

in his office drinking from a paper cup,

swilling

the Southern Comfort around, staring into

many women and unlike most men, was easily

swayed

by argument. She immediately saw the sense

above silk and fur, gilt and leather, the

swaggering

dummies with blind inscrutable gaze in

be. I feel very strong when I cry. It's a

sweet

strength like my body's poetry. It's at

school,' said Lili. `She used to share her

sweets

, but I never thought she had the sense

- against his better judgement - to try

Swans

' Meadow, directory enquiries furnishing

felt obliged to entertain afterwards at

Swans

' Meadow. Aliki had returned from Cyprus

the car would stop, but its lights just

swept

past behind the house. Luckily I'd

when I finally drove away my finger was
Governments. Unlike the Labour Government,
we will

swathed

in the biggest, clumsiest dressing I had

swiftly

deliver a second bridge. When I read the

doesn't mean you can't walk, talk, dance or

swim

. It's not either/or. That's the number

pursing their profession, and the FedPol must

swallow

its frustration and hope one day to be

gleaming and golden. He'd even enhanced the

swashbuckler

image with a slim molecublade sword - gold

this of her money telexed to accounts in

Switzerland

, Paris London, New York, the Cayman Islands

box in Chief Inspector Martin's office to

switch

off the system which protected the inner

thought, and turned to Cassowary with his

sweetest

smile. " Er - why not sing me one of your

the charities for the benefit of which the

Swimathon

was run. I'd hate you to think it was all

Society, are regarded as indicators of a

switching

of ideological allegiance. There is some

much underrated Albert Wolff conducting the

Swedish

Radio Orchestra. The quality is by now

two groups of major and minor usage: power
silicones; Edmonds, 40 Beauchamp Place,
London

switch

with red LED at extreme left, then disc

SW3

: the Restore Conditioning Treatment with

is like sitting inside an old-fashioned

sweet

box, and contains more electric roses,

the mountains, play tennis and squash, go

swimming

, enjoy a round or two of mini-golf or simply

group. This association of superb classical

Swiss

hotels encompasses some 50 selected first

spears. Use the large leaves like spinach.

Sweet

Potato : A red-skinned tuber used like

drink water - fish do the business in it.

Swallow

a pint instead, and lose yourself in the

What sticks in the craw of many is

swallowed

whole, and Future Tense is full of the

that he has come not to bring peace, but a

sword

. In Luke 22:36, he instructs those of his

high water springs on the sand bank.

Swell

At 1910 the coxswain approached the casualty

casualty was now heading south west, and the

swell

had built up to some 20ft. It began to

celebrate the centenary of the lifesavers by

swimming

a lap of honour of 7,000 - the distance

capitalism to capitalism' is made smoother and

swifter

. DO ROUNDABOUTS DRIVE YOU ROUND

THE
international and local Mauritian cuisine.

Swimming

pool Restaurant Bar Free watersports Regular

small, balding man who turned out to be

Swiss

and who was on the run from the customs

and I thought that I was clear. Then he

swung

on his heel and brought his palm in an

fuchsias hung Higher and broader, and brightly
Aerogrammes The convenient way to write
abroad.

swung

, Bell-like, more and more Over the narrow

Swiftpacks

The express way to mail abroad. ROYAL MAIL

available to any worldwide destination.

Swiftair

items receive priority treatment and separate

of fell and moor that strikes north from

Swaledale

towards Tan Hill, Stainmore Gap, Keld and

the priest and the nobleman. Carrying them

swiftly

away on its crest, it hurled them against

closer to an absolute norm than those for

Swift

. The more comparable writers we study,

all but to" delight" and," for some, to

sweeten

leisure". Compare this with the substance

the hall. He stopped when he saw Katherine

sweeping

down the stairs. " Ma'am - is everything

because I do adore him so." The wind

swirled

round her harder than before, as if in

's only when half a length or so has been

swum

that the whole thing seems ordinary again

different, it would still be true that if the

switch

had not been flipped the wipers would not

may have attacking options. You can use a

sword

for close fighting ( commands

Garten I heard the last wintering whooper

swans

and the trills of common sandpipers. It

But instead of returning to the trees and

swinging

happily ever after, the orangs got caught

traditional beers. Leisure centre includes a

swimming

pool, gymnasium and solarium. 112

graceful pleats from her waist at the back (the

swaying

must have come from very high heels, but

industrializing nations such as Germany and

Sweden

, in contrast, established markets for newer

it had gone entirely and the redness and

swelling

of his face had also begun to disappear

declined to bear his weight and instead of

swinging

, he merely sat down heavily on the floor

and eventually into shallow lagoons and

swamps

. Breathing for a fish is difficult in such

colour look so faded. 11 Buy a single colour

swimsuit

. It'll look great on the beach, as an evening

and drew the threadbare curtains before

switching

on the light. The room was unpainted and

and he couldn't save him. He came up and

swore

he'd never go down again, it was no life

ceiling, and its beady eye of a lens would

swivel

unexpectedly. As he watched his dealers

to locate it is to begin at Beta and then

sweep

past a line of three faint stars until

It was royal troops who drove out Poles,

Swedes

, Turks, and Frenchmen; it was government

the land mounted as the rural population

swelled

by some 25 Per cent between 1877 and 1905

between us, we felt we could not place the

Swanpool

kiln too far into the fourth century, and

reassurance to the Pakistanis that, even with a

sweep

shot such as this, their appeals were being

Stadhouders' featuring typical Dutch fare.

SWISSOTEL

AMSTERDAM ASCOT HOTEL (AH4) Situated

products and services which they supply to

Swan

Hunter are a thing of the past. `

photo & name:). Intimidated by the vast
overlooks Widemouth beach and features:
Heated

sweep
swimming

of Morecambe Bay's shifting sands below
pool, Farmhouse club with dancing and
entertainments

Sandhurst Military College with the coveted

Sword

of Honour he had first seen active duty

Christopher Craig, who was too young to

swing

. Let Him Have It is the case history of

are really quite magnificent. There is a

swimming

pool, sun terraces, snackbar and a highly-acclaimed

families on holiday. These amenities include a

swimming

pool with ample sun terraces for relaxing

Italian standards, with cool, green forests

sweeping

down the hillsides to meet an inviting

away from the main building. There is a

swimming

pool with bar and on the ground floor of

went over onto his back. The barman

swung

around fast to catch the sight. Too fast

food! Their cheese stunk like You know how

sweaty

socks stink? Real bad sweaty socks. The

that. Where was it? Oh bloody Geneva, er,

Switzerland

. That's it. I couldn't think where you'd

er with the mechanism of it er. So it was

swinging

back and forth almost coming to the rock

cutting out potatoes, bread, biscuits and all

sweet

things, so I you know, I just said, well

's dead swarthy too, so are you. I'm not

swarthy

, swarthy. Och you are, Jean, isn't you?

side of his belts and of course, with that

switch

where is it? The red switch there being

That's the switch, that's the on and off

switch

. That's, this one shuts it off. You have

how do you switch it back on again if that

switches

it off? Well it automatically comes on

that about five minutes ago. Go and get the

sweets

. I'll in a minute. You'll have to eat

? Mm. Can't change Kevin though, I'm all

sweets

things and savoury I like I think when

Asleep. Asleep. Diving. Diving. Diving board.

Swimming

. Swimming. Yes. Swim. That's a good drawing

of weight. that's the sw tha that's the

sweets

he eats er Are you a sweetie lover? oh

tongue like that. Right. Yeah if we You can

swear

in the privacy of your own home. It was

I've forgotten?, I says what's that?, me

swimming

stuff, well I said that's your fault, I

rules ought to increase efficiency as they

sweep

away examples of market failure or cartels

and the train station. with daddy and I

swanned

around the shops. Daddy? Mm. Remember?

You've got him have you? Yep! Hello little

sweetheart

! Ooh! Good job I got hold of your trousers

so it's not Yeah. Yeah. So th there's a

switch

inside on, off. Yes, yes, I know that.

assembly er, was held in Loopsala Sw in

Sweden

and the fifth assembly was er, held in

shan't have any drink. And my feet keep

swelling

up. I've got my shoes on now, but I could

I've gone to bed. What is the capital of

Switzerland

? Er Bal Baddel Incorrect, bonus to Ann

then length of time, unless it's on a timer

switch

. Mm that is something we will have to investigate

to granddad. Don't I get a kiss for them

sweeties

? Do I? No! Come on then Mick! Get kettle

son-in-law. Son-in-law. Mitch. Mitch. Right,

sweat

bottoms top dad. Here are your sloggi's

in a straight line put your mallet down,

swing

it through. Yes. Lovely. Yes it all looks

being a bad guy. Is that Rebecca? You keep

swallowing

. Amy. Who's doing anything You did that

over here a little bit. Yes it was a road

sweeper

. It's came in handy for the shopping that

you ready my little Does this look a mess?

swamp

duck. Yes. No. Does it look a mess? No

Right. That's alright. So I Gary, gotta

swap

tapes alright? Don't be swine! What we

created Susie Cream Cheese? Frank Zapper, The

Swiss

or Pretty Polly Tights and Pantyhose A

tidy looking one as well innit? Yeah worth

switching

on anyway, quite a few of them have got

it for long but it did play. Oh so, oh it

switches

itself off does it? Oh it's designed, it

over Police, some wearing body armour,

swarmed

into Lambourn within minutes of the shots

few hundred yards of coastline yet to be

swallowed

up by industry. For many others the

region employing thousands in Cowley and

Swindon

, the company says it's looking forward

could go even higher Out of the cup…

Swansea

sink Oxford in penalty shoot out.

we look at the efforts being made to make

Swindon

a more colourful place Video-Taped report

overgrown. The council doesn't expect

Swindon

to be ready for an assault on Britain in

division now… a draw for Oxford… defeat for

Swindon

Video-Taped report follows Read in studio

ten pence. A similar debate's expected at

Swinford.Even

if the repair work's not done and the bridge

corner. Our girl here is Debbie Palmer from

Swindon

. She's the British champ. Finally

week so watch this space… on form
HURST/Bristol Voice over Stephen Tobin
played for

Swindon

are top dogs… they've only lost one game

Swindon

Town, the court was told, in 1986 and 87

so, Jeff Starr, a former bus driver from

Swindon

. At 54, he's determined to beat the dole

visible signs that it's day is done. It was

switched

off in 1989, and now the hundred foot long

point? Well, it should confuse them down at

Swansea

. This could be taking fatherley pride

the news is good. But no time for

swanning

around at the pub. Next stop Goring, with

window of the Princess Margaret Hospital in

Swindon

. Video-Tape, no voice over SWINDON

Gary Lineker to spend a month in sunny

Swindon

, before going to the land of the rising

Voice over The boys have a week left with

Swindon

and a taste of competitive play to come

for long though, as Grimsby sliced through

Swindon

's defence. Digby's touch wasn't enough.

before engineers could cap the broken pipe in

Swindon

. People had to leave the nearest

the streams were like rivers and he got

swept

away once Sally Hibberd won the women

mystery. Read in studio The captain of

Swindon

Town football club has told a court how

Labour knows to win power it must take

Swindon

from the Conservatives. It needs

half-time. And after the break, it was all

Swindon

. They deserved the win. They was robbed

spirit of innovation Bill Clinton has been

sworn-in

as President of the United States pledging

knife, has raided 5 filling stations at

Swindon

in Wiltshire in just 3 weeks. In his late

argue there's no need for more housing in

Swindon

. The believe planners should have turned

time around, there was only one team in it.

Swindon

were in a different league and could well

freezing cold; 20 degrees below zero.

Swindon

's David Hempleman-Adams is preparing with

are going right, you can't go wrong. Take

Swindon

striker, Steve White. Everything he touches

get fit,' he says, struggling to pull his

sweat-pants

over his beer keg thighs in a GMTV office

brilliantly chested the ball down before

sweeping

a shot past McKeown. The red-haired striker

Social Services, has announced that it is

switching

its operation from Holyhead to Llangefni

, Spike, Sweep, Scooby Doo, Scrappy Doo,

Swor

Snorbits, Woofter, Winnie, Pongo, Woolly

Wetlands Trust in Slimbridge. Up to 600 Bewick
Video-Taped report follows MIKE
ROWBOTTOM/Lower

swans
Swells

make the long journey from Russia between
STEVE WICKHAM/House Renovator JIM
SPRINGER/House

Pictures BBC SPORT Voice over By rights

Swindon

Town should have been celebrating their

three day search. It's thought he'd been

swept

off a mountain in high winds. Mike Rowbottom

with new merger RENAULT is to merge with

Sweden

's Volvo by January 1, 1994, creating the

suggestions this afternoon that, as a result of a

switchboard

hitch, Mr Mynott's outside call had crossed

n't over yet. The show goes on for

Swindon

, that's for sure. They gave Torquay 6 of

were allowed to crawl Moorhouse was made to

swim

the breast stroke at which he won gold

before moving to another beat. But one day

Swindon

's housing estates might not be so fortunate

match was last night… Milton Keynes against

Swindon

having a barnstorming season Donaghadee club

sweep

in the semi-final of the Autumn Trophy…
the boards ANGLING DONAGHADEE Sea
Angling

a drink during confession.' He wiped his

sweat-stained

hands on his robe. `Or,' he continued,

rocks around the clock Stockport enjoyed a

swinging

time on April 3, when a 5Os and 6Os disco

doctrines and beliefs as it goes. The

sweeping

changes some of which are not supported

national team manager of Peru. HELP! WE GET

SWEET

F.A. FROM TOP UEFA seem intent on making

Among his main challengers will be the

Swansea

pair of Nigel Adams and Jerry Hall, Blackpool

Hadley (Widnes), M Jones (Hull), P Kennett (

Swinton

), I Marlow (Hull), M Moran (Leigh), P Moriarty

member of staff. Joan Jonker… sacking row

Sweet

dreams for sleepy Couples Report by Mark

flattering 3-0 win. A WIND of change has

swept

Ellesmere Port Town that isn't good news

Jack Teagarden, Louis Prima; Symphony in

Swing

(1949): Duke Ellington, Edwards Sisters

seagulls Seagulls do swim Kev. They don't

swim

. They do swim. They they jump into, they

tornadoes left a trail of devastation as they

swept

through the small town of Plainfield. Rescue

take very long Sorry, I did forget mom, I

swear

. really nice I'm sorry for it gonna dive

morning, but before that the Eastern Centre

Swimming

Gala will be held in the pool at seven

men died as a large undercover operation

swung

into action. One local says helicopters

truancy. It would be quite easy for a pupil to

swipe

in several cards allowing his friends to

children darting across with ice-creams or

sweeties

.' Desperately, I scan the road for

give Scotland an overall victory. At

Swansea

, the men produced a power-packed last quarter

and US won their games against Finland and

Switzerland

to join Scotland, who rank first after

a remote place on the bank of the River

Swale

he first sexually assaulted her and when

benefited from its training schemes. African

swine

fever virus encodes two genes which share

Rio de Janiero. RALLYING McRae third in

Sweden

SCOTLAND's Colin McRae finished third

all quarters ROY HODGSON, manager of the

Swiss

team who lead Group I, said last night

72 to tie on 280, each winning £32,550.

Sweden

's Robert Karlsson, who was runner-up last

have not yet had a chat about any possible

switch

, but are likely to do so before the game

`The key match might be at home to

Switzerland

in September. Scotland can reverse the

company set up to raise funds to build a new

swimming

pool at Ullapool. Construction is due to

the subject of James Taylor's 1970 song

Sweet

Baby James. Students' winning words

value of £2.5 billion - the decision to

switch

to GA Life hinged on several factors, including

infants to pensioners has been learning to

swim

. It's very well-used,' said Mrs Reid.

killed. Yesterday an FBI agent, Richard

Swensen

, said the lights, mounted on Sunday night

, in Hurworth with the hunt-class hunter

sweeper

superimposed. And Hurworth's Bay

for the brace of King Edwards, Albert.

Sweet

tooth THE great British public turns

the last few years have cut a pretty wide

swathe

through Trust properties in Northumbria

the fact that between them, Newcastle and

Swindon

had 34 shots at goal; not even a reference

councillors will openly resolve this matter

swiftly

. Had Mr Howe and all the Lakeside

Mr Owens may have been startled by a car

swerving

to avoid him and had stepped into the path

day, including barbecues, competitions and

sword

dancing is being held in Espiners Wood,

degrees by their universities while they're
divorced/widowed/separated over 25, Function
Room,

swotting

in some squat with all the comfort and

Swan

Hotel, Redcar, 8.30pm. Details, tel Jack

Belfast because of league matches at home to

Swindon

on Monday and at Blackburn on Wednesday

could have the answer. He established

Swindon

as one of the most skilful sides outside

for £2,000 at the Paris Exhibition. The

Swan

's chequered history can be traced back

outrageous' Erotic scenes in a new version of

Swan

Lake coming to Darlington Civic Theatre

soliciting with other girls near the White

Swan

public house known locally as the `Mucky

poem about how he felt, and he did so… The

Swans

so graceful Brought pleasure to many. They

there. Blame it on . Don't worry about the

swimming

cos we've been down there and she said

growing old, of dying alone. He was

sweating

. He had a blanket over him, twisted up

boss Linda Couch. Fore! Golfer takes a

swing

at dog walker Simon Trump IT really was

conditions. A polar airstream has

swept

across the country on strong north-westerly

over the house. But you know, she has her

sweet

way with me, When her nose prods under

the eye of the business man, Developers

swarm

from the west, They wheel and they deal

April 1988, will have seen their investment

swell

to £4,267. The popularity of the

And four years of scrimping and saving and

sweeping

and polishing and loving that little house

From the back of his leg Swirl to the left

Swirl

to the right He's going to break some hearts

BRIGHTNESS the beluga whale has been seen

swimming

happily in the Black Sea after escaping

foregathered in the turbine house for the big

switch-on

. I was in charge of what is known as the

fully expected the majority of them to be

swept

into fratricide by patriotic propaganda

your face and we'll go down Regent Street.

Swan

and Edgar are sure to have something.'

Allen headed in the equaliser. Bees boost

Swindon

0, Brentford 2 BRENTFORD shattered high-flying

Welsh rugby league team against England at

Swansea

on November 27 - if he proves his fitness

promised to win the European Championship in

Sweden

last summer. It's easily the biggest

yesterday. The RFU have agreed to clubs

switching

their games to Sunday, November 29, because

half-hour. Gayle made it 2-0 with a

sweet

36th-minute volley, but the visitors lost

Beardsley IAN WRIGHT should have gone to

Sweden

with England this summer and now deserves

winner. BENJAMIN: Winner Super Stefan

SWEDEN

'S Stefan Edberg successfully defended his

represented. But these and other financial

swindles

pale into insignificance when compared

not go flying around all over the place on

Swan

's back in full daylight. Some human would

They flew in a magical world of silence,

swooping

and gliding over the dark world below where

forgetting he had left his car in gear, and

switched

on the engine. The car shot over the edge

PETER KANE MORE than 50 children were

swimming

in a pool when deadly clouds of chlorine

that being well-known is a double-edged

sword

. Sometimes it's nice to be recognized,

`Luckily we were on to their plan and

switched

off the power before we moved in.'

record by King Beer called `Animals That

Swim

', `King Beer' is a slow sort of talking

going to go and shag each other afterwards,'

swiftly

followed by `Did you all get the heroin

Malta - 0.55 Portugal - 234 Spain - 175

Switzerland

- 2.47 Turkey - 12850 USA - 1.89 Yugoslavia

a sprint by the side of the pool in the

sweltering

sunshine - and now the heat's on her all

ground. The critics of Spinning were

swallowing

large slices of humble pie after the reformed

TENNIS Men's singles final: J O Waldner (

Swe

) bt J P Gatien (Fra) 21-10, 21-18, 25-23

took the Texaco Trophy series 4-1 with a

sweeping

six-wicket win at Old Trafford. All season

and as I watched him I could see why. His

swing

was slow and very compact, and at impact

shape. It looked rather clumsy but, when I

swung

it, it felt quite light. To relieve the

subject of the deal with Sun, but it then

switched

to the Intel Corp 80376, which is the embedded

intended to be a 50MHz part. TI says it has

switched

to a 0.7-micron process from 0.8, and will

the Earth , inhabiting the shanty towns,

sweatshop

factories, agribusinesses and impoverished

concentrated on its new, high speed packet

switch

which can replace the Ethernet. Using this

Hewlett-Packard's software partners are the

Swedish

company CMA AB and its Russian partner

collaboration with colleagues in Denmark and

Sweden

as part of the European Geotraverse Project

Campaigning is a demanding business and it

swallows

up a lot of time without guaranteeing success

Swiss Precision and Quality. One of

Switzerland

's finest private watchmakers has crafted

LONG SLEEVED SHIRT: Exclusive to `The

Sweat

Shop'. Made from 100% cotton. These excellent

perfect condition. Lying North Germany.

SWAN

38: 1976, teak deck, B&G instruments,

Other amenities include two heated

swimming

pools (one specially for children), private

enjoy the leisure facilities, including

Swimming

Pools, Saunas, Solariums. Children have

brought him upright in the night, running with

sweat

and fear, his arms held out clutching the

to head, holding each other's mouth and

swinging

their tails from side to side, all forms

grasped. At the same time, a swell of pride

swept

over George. This tiny scrap suddenly took

in captivity). Feeding The Quetzal

swims

in the middle layers of the water, and

spotted a 14-inch long-finned Koi happily

swimming

around. He took a lot of convincing that

neck and hard case, excellent condition.

Swap

for Hayward guitar, cash adjustment.

and public house (named appropriately the

Swan

and Cygnet). It has only been there (altered

When Kingston was a mere spot on the map,

Swine

was a place of great importance, with a

on thrills and headily grapey with a lush

sweetness

. Good with the pud, or try instead of port

from Sauternes), where the wines are still

sweet

, but lighter in style than their famous

basic open/close switch sockets and each can

switch

a piece of outboard gear. For instance,

clarinet five years later. Before long he had

switched

to ukulele, and graduated from there to

for mixdown without having to laboriously

switch

by hand. There is also a RHSL (rehearsal

of a not altogether pleasant type.

Switching

on the overdrive channel, however, gave

and tone, with a three-way pickup selector

switch

. A black, tri-laminate scratchplate completes

. The only control that isn't a membrane

switch

is the parameter change dial, which BOSS

prevents resetting. However, pushbutton

switch

S2 (Reset) may be used to make it low and

Turn the tap on and check for leaks.

Switch

on the mains and if the unit does not self-trigger

account of his toping habits, as `Bilauri' (

Swahili

for glass) Browne. His successor, H.C.

where the native administrations have been

swept

away he is regarded as a person of no very

Not surprisingly, in these conditions, the

Swamp

Eel has adapted by being able to breathe

and a 1½&ins; long Arrowana and had to be

swiftly

moved. After introducing it to an

treated a friend's goldfish (pic left) for

swimbladder

problems. The affected fish had previously

change my methods. Bob Torrance reshaped my

swing

and I worked 10 times harder than ever

relaxed his schedule a little. As a team, the

Swedes

are the hardest workers - technically,

the ball onto the putting surface.

Swing

mostly form the arms and shoulders, limiting

sitting on a gold mine or, to be more precise,

swinging

with one? His query concerns a 2-iron

indicator lamp, the `volts out' control (or

switch

system) and the output terminals. Also,

of visitors from all parts of the globe.

Swiss

, Swedish, Colombian, French, Italian, Japanese

the leg forwards and backwards 5 times.

Swing

the leg forwards and lift it up and down

amnesia (`Another You') only hinted at.

Swans

wanted to strip away all the layers you

especially as now the Santa Season is in full

swing

. Remember the preserved railway near you

Sweden. Distributors, Rampus, tell us that

Swedish

Railways who are supplied by British company

develop. Things happen to the skin: people

sweat

and go clammy; they may be flushed or alternatively

reactions!' `Sorry, Jo. But was he really

sweet

? Old Red? But everyone says he's an absolute

among the sea-tangle. Then the three of them

swam

away into the deeper water under the headland

director of the Kunstmuseum in Lucerne,

Switzerland

, from 1977 to 1989, where he exhibited

suffered a setback. In September a fire

swept

through the huge space, delaying the opening

Swiss period featured in new exhibition in

Switzerland

In spite of concern that budgetary restrictions

been declared and will be on October 12 in

Swanage

Town Hall. A successful conclusion

electronics, you can't use the double-length

switch

on the 580 and modular electronics, the

be no complaints from her that far more

swingeing

penalties have now been introduced. In

could tell. It was a starry night, and as we

swam

there was light in the water, sparkling

continued to discharge its disgusting foam.

Sweetman

turned a furious smeared face at us, then

bright with tears. `By the Holy Rood, I

swear

it!' Her emotion this time was not

the total cost of credit, they more often

switched

to a shorter repayment period (if they

was there. She's got some nice packets of

sweets

but people seem to bring her only magazines

Harris, the paintbrush people, to be the `
already set for the programme mode. The
random

Swiss

Army Penknife' of the decorating world.

switching

pattern is ideal for use when a property

The other cause of binding is the wood

swelling

because it is wet. If the top or bottom

power. This really means cutting in angled

sweeps

, allowing the double blade to cut on the

benches made in the workshop. There was a

swimming

pool and a distant view of the donkey field

eruption, including both the mid-altitude

switch

from ozone loss to ozone gain, and the

befitted a funeral. She saw the flowers gently
characteristic image said that `they often vanish
as

swaying

in the light breeze, the lichen-covered

swiftly

as they arise, like mist before the sun

States. Both systems might be helped by a

swarm

of new early-warning satellites called

insurance, though most have preferred to
government at a time when the country must
react

swim

in the safer waters of life insurance.

swiftly

if it is to survive increased prices for

effect is instantaneous - searing pain,

swelling

, convulsions, unconsciousness and sometimes

sit still. He unlatched his web again and

swam

about the cockpit, fielding flotsam. He

confronting Tal, who'd been nowhere near the

switch

. The monitors hissed gently.

difficulties and then its owner has been

swept

away while trying to rescue their pet.

Protestantism, Mormonism and Judaism, Jimmy

Swaggart

, Billy Graham and Oral Roberts. To the

ravages of drought and famine which has

swept

through the Horn of Africa and is threatening

and of the Sixty Suicide Skaters who had

swooped

on Brothers of the Fourth Company clutching

and then she had spun on her heel and the

swing

was in her hips as she walked away into

body. However, some fluids such as saliva,

sweat

, tears and urine have not been shown to

us to climb solo, so we swung leads and

swopped

axes - mine had developed a distinct floppy-headed

walking route that stretches the length of

Switzerland

from east to west. Starting on the Liechtenstein

stocking stitch round necked cardigan and

sweater

pattern; leaflet 7074 features a textured

suggestion I then found myself colouring some

swing

tickets at happened to be in my knitting

not only with quilts but books and papers.

Switching

off the lights at 11 p.m. would deny many

the print-based expectation that has held

sway

since Gutenberg. The commodity of the publisher

monitors blinking in its belly, hydraulic arms

swinging

over the crowd, turns round for a second

tantrum. The child gets hot and blotchy,

sweating

and distressed, sometimes tearful. Even

they are able to lay fingers on any tap or

switch

that the instructor may mention. It is

in otherwise clear finnage. As the fish

swims

the tail lobes open and close in a slight

Consequentially , when I saw him marching

swiftly

towards me I permitted myself a brief groan

this, St Ives Laboratories have introduced

Swiss

Formula Hair Thickening Shampoo at £2.95

advises against using the double-length

switch

with tuck and slip stitch. If, by

year-end figures are so enormous that they

swamp

everything else, but even before them,

some curious exceptions. John Clarke of

Swinden

, for one, must have been a gentleman, with

four motherboards, each with sixteen fully

switched

High Performance Transputer Modules. The

wins last year - it will open Spanish and

Swedish

offices shortly. INTEL's $5 BILLION

more tasks in recent decades which have

swollen

its administrative archives. Nor is that

newspaper putting on circulation as readers

switch

titles. These difficulties have long

had followed Aenarion after he took up the

Sword

of Khaine. There were no fiercer warriors

who rent out boats for weekly cruises, to

switch

from diesel to electric boats. The carrot

apart personally with his power sword -

sword

against claw - and be seen to do so.

plascrystal port. Jaq gestured urgently ahead, and

swung

a boot forward. At that very moment

the family.' She swung round, her

swollen

eyes searching Duncan for the truth. He

at his heels. He counted to eight, then

swerved

hard left into the tall rye, just as the

complained. His yellowish skin glistened with

sweat

. He was in a blue uniform coat that was

of the original six, making their second

swoop

). He warned MacLachlan, who recorded: `

brief team meeting. `I'm going to

swap

you over,' he said. `You're going to Number

was still on. Raimundo's shaggy lurchers

swarmed

round Perdita as she staggered groggily

clothing king. `She's my femme fatale ,' he

swells

. You certainly are… 3. When he dies

Lettish riflemen were to Lenin what the

Swiss

guards are to the Pope. There is Colonel

so stable and controllable. The tips of a

swept

wing are well aft of the centre of lift

G-ARYN (first registered 3/62) returned

swiftly

to Germany in November 1963 as D-EHUK,

main unspoken worry had been the dinghy

swinging

up into the tail. At least that danger

second half of June'. Already his power to

sway

the national executive has diminished.

judgment. We forgot the size of the 8 per cent

swing

required to give Labour an overall majority

waves. I'm inside you. Love me.' She

swam

away and down to the ocean bed with him

his shirt-sleeves rolled up, the beads of

sweat

trickling down the sides of his ruddy face

gazing up through the trees. `Look! There's a

swallow

.' Willie screwed up his eyes and

King, untouched, though the crowd must have

swept

past it as they hastened to torch (loot

bigger man. Hard as he is working on the

switch

, it may be that Bayfield is being groomed

machine, it will have an SP/LP selector

switch

which you should get into the habit of

commence, hold the machine on play-pause and

switch

to dub mode. Pre-test the effect level,

on and off. The heavy surge of current at

switch-on

is minimised if pairs of lamps are switched

setting up is being done, after which they are

switched

back to full power on `parallel' for the

but would rather wait until nightfall to

sweep

or cause to be swept their bit of pavement

definite starter by Nicky Henderson. Home

sweet

home for Cardiff CARDIFF, who last won

Another cause of unpleasant body odour is

sweat

souring when trapped in areas where air

homosexual and lesbian households,' she says.

Sweet

scents ensure success Neville Thurlbeck

much.' - Rod Stewart CUTE QUOTIENT:

Sweet

heartshaped lips. No evidence of Dad's

associated with the making of jaggery, a

sweet

substance derived from the jaggery palm

Europe as neutral. `Sentiment seems to be

swinging

in favour of these markets, but we remain

interest thus greatly reducing the actual
Secretary Douglas Hurd feels victory would
come

Swiss

taxable profit without affecting the treaty

swiftly

if more troops were put in. But Defence

report the total surprise caused by the

swiftness

of random attack leaves them paralysed

successful operation in which slow-flying

Swordfish

torpedo bombers decimated the Italian fleet

the control of the central union organs in

Swedish

manufacturing industry than has been the

Zone-dispelling effect enchanted on them; each

sword

can dispel any one Zone spell on contact

in the entire regrettable enterprise the

swamping

of properly respectable theological and

covers were removed and I saw a tiny fish
overtaking them. The bubble corals also have
long

swimming

on the surface. All the spawning

sweeper

stinging tentacles which can reach 7 to

who sat in the living-room of our home in

Switzerland

. She argued, she cried, she pounded the

inside out, a slashed T-shirt with a red

swastika

hand-painted on it. His black trousers

the iron net of the scaffolding bending,

swaying

and finally tipping towards me as bolts

pin until fine. Keep in a screwtop jar.

Sweet

and sour gammon steaks Gammon steaks soy

told you that? How do you know that she

swims

at night?' `You did.' `I ca

etc.) And a superb move there - see how he

swept

it in with his left foot. Footballing icons

first of the day, and there came that faint

swimming

in the head, a tautening of the gut. He

Eye does not see that matters. The bright

sword

and kingly face turn out not to be critical

streamlet, `the last remains, maybe, of some

sweet

rain gathered from sunlit seas, but ill-fated

, he decided; the nose somewhat long and

swooping

, the mouth thin, red and curved. She had

talk to. `You'll know,' said Mrs Seager. `

Swell

up like a frog, you will; then you'll know

within the country. Nyerere has always used
puddles which men with brooms sought vainly
to

Swahili

at his public meetings; he once declared

sweep

, a whole season was in the hands of a malignant

Choose a factor 5-6 at least to start, and

switch

to 3-4 later. Leave the factor 2 tanning

ruddy complexion. the BODY BEAUTIFUL

Sweet

smells and oils lubricate the outer skin

screamed at the sight of him, armoured and

sword

drawn. Clutching a blanket partly around

n't go into the sea, she had her taught to

swim

in the local baths. Even that, the poor

brass at Standon in Hertfordshire where ten

swathed

infants, four girls and six boys, are shown

At another party, this one held by Gloria

Swanson

, silent screen hero Norman Kerry got into

'd have the farm and be able to marry his

sweetheart

. He was thirty-five and had a while to

even heard of. Beautiful towels, as soft as

swansdown

, with initials embroidered on them. She

hours, and I was really cracking up. I had

sweat

all over my face and as soon as they opened

with Rupert of Hentzau. * I

swam

hard and caught up with him round the corner

want me to be your wife?' I asked. `I

swear

it.' `Then, Edward, I will marry

Bernice had had enough of this. `What

swamp

?' Rodo replied, `The swamp you near

in the pavement above. There was a clean,

sweet

smell of new wood and a tang of fresh paint

Better, maybe. Now, do it again. I'm the

swan

.' She walked by the shore, gathering

friends. We're going to ride, and drink, and

swim

.' So I did all the work. At night

coffee. Afterwards he slept badly, his mind

swilling

with nightmares. He was drowning in the

Acquiring the rights to The Great Rock `n' Roll

Swindle

had led to the formation of what was grandly

The BM introduces some randomness into its

switch

settings, which is intended to make it

it gingerly in his mouth. One munch and a
reprivatized by management buy-outs. In April
1988,

swallow

. `Load of nothing if you ask me,' he grunted

Swan

Hunters Ltd, which includes all that is

and The Conservatory Gardener , by Anne

Swithinbank

(Hodder/Frances Lincoln, April, £20, 0

starlings streamed, alighting on branches which

swayed

under the weight. They settled, great clumps

photographed, with others, his jaw visibly

swelling

. The next day Minton, in marvellous form

and where pupils are expected to make `

swift

progress through the early levels' (DES

the Castle, and Ruth saw all the spears

swerve

towards them. Adam hauled at the roof and

pushed the bow out, then climbed aboard and

swung

the tiller over. The sail filled and the

through the tissues of a fish to the bone and

swim

bladder. So the sound image that a dolphin

over thirty-six hours now. I thought of his

sweetness

in sitting beside me all night, and of

talk. He crawled away towards the boat and

swung

himself up. He thought of diving off again

the swimming pool I wore my goggles in the

swimming

pool, good Right, the next one Erm, trigger

get a week's notice if it's going to be

switched

to the Saturday then I would guess. Cos

put the smell smell one down. Smells of?

Swimming

baths or bleach or You can put some universal

could not face dismissal: `He who won't

swear

the oath will lose his job.' Augereau (

or is it the nibbling of the Platies and

Swords

that cause this? Water temperature is 84°F

following devices should, on any account, be

switched

on at the same time: the immersion heater

shadows by the bookcase was very tall and

swaying

like a poplar in a high wind. A long arm

The offender arranged for the two girls to

swim

at a local swimming pool where he was employed

another guy trying to steer with a big, heavy

sweep

oar. And ol' Powell is sitting up there

`How's the shop?' mumbles one balding

sweating

man to another. `Keeping the wolves

reaches into the Skagerrack and along the

Swedish

shores of the Kattegat, but is uncommon

one afternoon, between a yawn and a tidal

swallow

, some sea might take me down. And I wonder

Avignon with brown, expressionless eyes as it

swung

past the low banks on which they stood.

fallen log. He was shivering again and he

swallowed

another handful of tablets from his waist

large . Local facilities such as libraries,

swimming

pools, tennis courts, further education

Tod always reads them backwards. I

swear

by Apollo Physician, by Health, by Panacea

basket and he'd like he'd have a bag of

sweets

and oranges in these er basket and they

floor, and er you had your youngest girl

sweeping

it up. But nobody ever scrubbed the floors

Now that you've worked out how many one

swallow

eats in one hour. Swallows. Er How many

and metal shop there. And we also had a

swimming

pool about, a small swimming pool. Er only

trouble. Mm. It did but er it's a two way

switch

this business you know, you've got to er

well as their indoor gyms, leisure centre,

swimming

pool etcetera. Birmingham University do

do it" and taking the tools soon made a

sword

the like of which was never seen before

handling your fax and E-mail needs. Task

switching

is also catered for in PC Tools 8. You

so you can sneak onto a friend's PC and

swap

all their icons around! Step 11 Finally

centuries, it entered into alliance with eight

Swiss

cantons in the fifteenth century, sealing

occupations. The evangelical church is said to be

Switzerland

's first New Gothic building. The painter

facilities. The climate is generous, and

swimming

, water-skiing, sailing and tennis are all

September to th following summer. Other

Swiss

and leading foreign symphony orchestras

benefit of matured experience. In the smallest

Swiss

guest house, you may have a delightful

scenes. In one a hunts man, his hunting-horn

swinging

free from his neck, is sticking a stake

. Walked in placid herds under a jungly,

sweating

roof just breathing; a dry electric wind

forsake ye, I would not forsake you for

sweetest

of scenes: For sweetest of gardens that

furlongs, strips and balks were all to be

swept

away in the ensuing award and a new field

I didn't know your language had so many

swearwords

.' Burun chuckled. Kiku was

her eyes properly. `Wake up, Julia

sweetie

. It's a dream. Wake up.' Comfort's hands

back to her senses. Swallowing against the

swollen

tenderness of her throat, she tried to

, to upset the normal national electoral

swings

. Direct interventions in elections motivated

- a box from the Loon Moon Supermarket (

sweetened

kumquats) hit an old military type in the

seen him before. He wore a sailor's short

sword

by his side, and I noticed he had only

torn limbs' - he looked at Mrs Crump; she

swayed

slightly - `severed arteries, gashed heads

news editor looked cynical. Viewers don't

switch

channels for a good professional journalist

better.' She watched to make sure that Elinor

swallowed

the medication. The nurses were well trained

ever, unless actually appearing on stage in

Swan

Lake , have to make a big thing of - his

fumbled with the chain. Released, the door

swung

open and the two women embraced, laughing

hand, adding: `I know Mr Hardiman made us

swear

we'd never try to find out where the money

after all.' `Ask him to show you his

Swiss

Army knife later,' I laugh, feeling a little

softness beneath. His scent of desiccated

sweetness

was peculiarly consoling. Outside

forward and reach their beaks out and in one

swift

movement crash them on the surface of the

in a way that must have pained her, and

swung

sideways towards Creggan. Her eyes were

is what I have called, in reviewing, the

switch-over

story. It is perhaps hardly more than an

will not be `hearing and determining the

swap

cases together' and I do not think those

